Guests of Premier Pham Van Dong in Hanoi:
Left to right: Harold Supriane, Michael Myerson, Christopher Koch (Pacifica Station WBAI), Richard Ward

troops.
Our final question to the Premier dealt with the much discussed Sino-Soviet differences which the U.S. press try to exploit to the fullest. The Premier stated that the Chinese were like brothers to the Vietnamese and had fulfilled every request. He also said the Soviets are like brothers and then pointed to the sky adding, "This morning you heard the U.S. test the Soviet Union's solidarity with us." Early that morning we heard the explosions of Soviet missiles fighting off two U.S. planes over Hanoi. Pham Van Dong stressed that in regard to Vietnam there is complete solidarity within the socialist world.

As the troops continue to land in South Vietnam and the bombs drop on North Vietnam, will the American people remain silent in the face of genocidal atrocities committed on the people of Vietnam? Can the black people of America accept Johnson’s view that the Vietnamese are poor primitive colored people who must be led by whites? Can the black people of America accept Johnson’s War on Poverty because his war on poverty is drafting every black working class man and sending him to Vietnam to die in defense of "Democracy"? I believe the answer was given when the newspapers announced that Pfc. Winstel Belton and four other Negro soldiers refused to fight in Vietnam. Belton was quoted as saying: "I'm not going to fight against these oppressed people in Vietnam,"